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 EDITORIAL             
 
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
(Magicians of Gor)  
                                                                                                                
Tal All! 

Landa is at peace. Raids are at a minimum. The city basks in glorious sunshine as the 
storm season seems to have passed. We Landans face the future with our customary 
fortitude, under our enlightened leadership, and revel  in the  fact  that  our  city  grows 
and extends  its influence over the  whole of  Gor.

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send 
them to the editor. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? 
Advertisements are very welcome.

New citizens, please use this platform to introduce yourself and the 'old' ones may tell their 
story to, so the new ones get to know you.

Lady Vikki
 
______________________________________________

CITY NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
________________

- NEWS



CITIZEN INFORMATION
MEMBERS OF THE HIGH COUNCIL OF LANDA
[03/31/2011]

ADMINISTRATOR
Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza)
Sherman Easterwood (retired)

WHITE CASTE: NN

YELLOW CASTE: NN

BLUE CASTE
Viki Raynier (Head sribe)
Domnic Draconia (Praetor)
Magistrate: NN

GREEN CASTE
Hecate Simon (Head Physician)

RED CASTE
Dokis Beck (commander)
Alexander Krutschek (MAO)

Ambassador: NN
head slaver: NN

Note:

Landa will be ruled by an elected High Council and Administrator. To ensure each caste is 
properly represented and continuity during the transition of newly elected officials there will 
be two posts per High Caste on the High Council.

The members of the high castes shall elect a representative to sit on the High Council of 
the city and advise the Administrator for a period of one year. The representative must be 
a member of the caste but does not have to be the Head of Caste. Heads of Caste are not 
entitled to sit on the Council without being duly elected to that role by the members of their 
Caste. If the head of caste is not here to attend the meeting they can send a 
representative.

- MERCHANT OF GOR TOURNAMENT IN LANDA

We invite you to the next Merchant of Gor Tournament in the beautiful City of Landa. The 
boards will be set up at the main square around the big fountain. Surrounded by the 
impressive buildings of the city you will enjoy some exciting games and with little luck you 
may win:::

(A P R I L ,   10 t h   (Sunday)  10 a m   S L T)

________________________



- ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ADMINS

SWEARING THE OATH

 It is hoped that a homestone swearing ceremony can be held at 1.00 pm PDT on friday 09 
APR 11, with another at 6.00 pm the same day. IF anyone cannot make either of these 
times, or Date, alternative arrangements can be made.

Caste laws and public laws of Landa:
2.1.1.2 Swearing the Oath. 
Each applicant shall be presented by a sponsor who will already be a sworn citizen of the 
city. The Administrator shall lead the ceremony and retains the right to refuse citizenship to 
anyone he deems unsuitable.  If allowed to proceed, each applicant will be offered bread, 
salt and fire by the Administrator.  Each applicant then kisses the home stone and swears 
allegiance.  The Administrator then proclaims them full citizens.  In the event that the 
Administrator is unable to perform the ceremony himself he may appoint a representative 
to conduct the ceremony for him.  

Allegiance to a homestone, not a physical structure, defines communities:
"The community of those who had been Waniyanpi, of course, was not identified with a 
particular area of land, and certainly not with a territory occupied under the conditions of a 
leased tenancy. It now, in the Gorean fashion, for the first time, tended to be identified with 
a Home Stone. The community could now, if it wished, the Home Stone moving, even 
migrate to new lands. In Gorean law allegiances to a Home Stone, and not physical 
structures and locations, tend to define communities."
(Blood Brothers of Gor)   

______________________________________________

THE LANDA SOCIAL SCENE
________________

- POSTPONED FCING WILL TAKE PLACE

It is with great pleasure that we can announce the FCing of Trajan Taur with Lady Star. 
'This event will take place at 5.00 pm SLT on Sat 09 APR 11', said a worried Lady Star. 'It 
has been a long courtship and the  ceremony has beeen to long delayed. All being well, 
we look forward to a contented family life thereafter'.
________________

- CHANGE OF NAME

The HoY banker, formerly known as Lady Mahasin wishes it to be known that she has 
changed her name to Lady Dryad. It has to be made clear that this new name has nothing 
whatsoever to do with woods or trees.
________________

- IMPERIAL DRESSMAKER VISITS LANDA

We are privileged this hand to be graced by a fashionista from the Imperial City itself. Her 



second job, for she is a working girl, is, we are told, a scribe no less. It just goes to show 
that even High Castes may be  afflicted with a sartorial critical faculty. One of our citizens, 
savaged, undoubtedly deservedly, by her flaying tongue, has left the city. We must all 
therefor, see that we are, at least,presentably turned out. Of course, I mean only we ladies 
should be worried. Our resplendent warriors are a match in dress, as in prowess, for the 
Imperials.
________________

- GIRL CAPTURES (REAL) KITTY (GIANI PERHAPS?)

 Eykis Benoir stopped in her tracks, a small keening sound reaching her ears. She 
dropped down to a crouch, the open grasses revealing nothing, though there was a palm 
and a patch of grass in the corner...

She crawled forward on all fours slowly, splitting the grass carefully with her fingers til she 
found the source of the felinesque noise... her nose wrinkled. Ever the pragmatic creature 
she considered killing it there and then before it could grow to be a predator. But she could 
imagine the looks on all the other slaves faces, fawning over the dangerous "pet" as if it 
was a giani... she sighed and pulled off a length of fiber and tied it about the beasts neck. 
She then tied it to the palm... she would simply tell the slaver about it....

 This story has a happy ending.  A lady hearing  pitiable  mewling , found the cub, half 
dead, behind the HoY.  on enquiring within, she located the girl responsible and cautioned 
her as to the sacredness of all life. She then took charge of the weak cub  and fed it. It is 
now recovering, and she hopes, she told this newspaper, to free it as soon as it had 
regained its strength.

Your Reporter: Lady Vikki
______________________________________________

REGIONAL NEWS
________________

- FAREWELL BESNITT

The winds whip vigorously as I hold the scroll down against the rock  I am writing on. 
Hoping this finds its way to the gates of Besnitt soon.... Lady Mare looks up a moment, 
feeling the gusts beat against her face, tearing her eyes, then finishes the note...."I am too 
weak to make it back to the city. May the Priest-Kings keep you in their graces always..." 

 Pressing her cheek against her shoulder to keep her face warm as she rolls up the scroll 
and sends it out into the windy sky tied to a carrier...

Safe Paths,  Lady Mare (Bluebird)

______________________

FOREIGN  GOSSIP

A little bird has reached us from Klima, tweeting out this sad tale.
  



He wanders the streets,unshaven and unkempt, sobbing in his drunken stupor over the 
unfaithfulness of his favourite camel. Who is it?, you may ask.

None other than the Pasha of Klima!
 
Sad to say he has taken to drink. Reports from sources close to the palace say that he is 
increasingly troubled by plots to oust him. Watch this space for further developments...
________________

- THOUGHTS FROM  THE  TEMPLE  OF  HERLIT

All that we eat and drink either is, or has been, alive. Life feeds on life. Reflect on that. To 
be nourishing, all that enters our bodies has contained life within its original form.  As life 
leaves it, food rots and drink turns sour.

Be humble and know that you recieve the very nature of what you consume. If you would 
be pure, take in only that which is pure, and fresh, itself.

Remember that we, the living, partake of the living, and are part of the Great Cycle. Do not 
eat of that which is impure, or completely lifeless, lest the darkness infect your being.

______________________________________________

LANDA CASTE REPORTS

________________________

RED CASTE

MASTER AT  ARMS  OFFERS  TRAINING

To all Landans!
This message is for all interested in combat training or raid procedure. I will be beginning a 
new series of lessons starting next week (approx April 6). The training will all be done IC. If 
you want one-on-one training IC or OOC, contact me. I welcome your questions. Thank 
you.

Archer, (Alexander Krutschek) 
Master of Arms 

Note: Feel free to add me to your friends list if you have not already. 

________________________

GREEN CASTE

GREEN CASTE  REPORT

This has been a very busy week for us in the green caste of Landa, We have a new 
Physician Lady Jade (1jade sommerfeld) Please when you see her make her feel 



welcomed.  Your Chief Physician has also been busy attended a class for furthering 
education, Assisted the PCOG with a donation to aid in research, and has done a bunch of 
research on her own, with items used daily in our cities.

I will be putting together a Class for any who want to attend on Battlefield medicine and 
what to use in a pinch to get the men back on the field with the most commonly seen 
injuries and every day items laying around.. now while this is just a temporary fix to keep 
them able to defend us, we strongly urge them to follow up with a trained physician after 
the battle is finished.  Please see attached pages of research done so far and if anyone 
has more to add please feel free to send it to Hecate Simon so she may include it in this 
class and her papers for students she will be accepting.

We are also working on getting all paperwork up to date so anyone having slaves needing 
their exams send them on over! Until next week, its been a pleasure to assist you and 
keep you informed of what the green caste is up to.

Hecate Simon
Chief Physician
City of Landa

________________________

BLUE CASTE

FROM THE  OFFICE  OF  THE  HIGH SCRIBE

It is becoming evident that the regularization of slave papers, health and ownership, is in 
need of overhaul. It is regretted that this is necessary, but the city cannot afford to have an 
outbreak of plage such as decimated Bazi some years ago. This may cause some 
inconvenience, for which I apologise, but I am sure the citizen body will appreciate the 
need.

________________________

MERCHANT CASTE

- SLAVERHOUSES

- NEW SLAVER FOR HOUSE OF YUROKI SLAVERHOUSE (HOY)

The HoY is pleased to announce  that it has engaged the services of Damius (Resident) 
as a slaver. His bright and alert manner and his engaging personality betrays his caste. He 
is sure to set the hearts of the kajirae who pass through his hands a flutter. 

- HOY BANK

 - COIN MERCHANT APPOINTED
 
 The HoY is pleased to announce that Zorane (Silverfall) has been engaged to act as Coin 



merchant for Klima on its Behalf. He will be responsible for the disbursment of Citizen and 
Visitor coin packages.

Lady Vikki, Head scribe of Landa, and lady Dryad, merchant of HoY, travelled to the Oasis 
of Klima and met the HoY agent Raschid in the Hoy branch there.

- CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES

The Bank of Landa accepts and converts:

Coins of Port of Victoria
Coins of Treve (Tarn system)
Coins of Oasis of Klima
Coins of Vonda (made by Jarvis Quan)
Coins of Thentis
Coins of Port Kar
Coins of Sais
City of Turia
Coins of Tafa Trading Post
Coins of Besnitt
Coins of Tampica

Fluctuations in exchange rates are possible.

_______________________________________________

ADVERTISEMENTS AND JOB OFFERS

SLAVERHOUSE OF YUROKI (HoY)
- We need a warrior or merc who would escort the female agents if they need to travel. 
Four copper coins paid monthly
- We neen an active (!) scribe to assist the owner. One Besnitt silver coin paid monthly

BANK OF LANDA
 - We need merchants who would be able to establish trading connections with ciites which 
use coin sysems as Thentis, Sardar, Victoria, Rarn, Port Kar, Turia and so on. Two copper 
coins paid monthly, to make your own coins and income would be possible.

CITY OF LANDA
- The city of Landa is looking for true gorean warriors to strengthen the red caste. Ask 
Yuroki (Uriza) admin of Besnitt, Dokis Beck, commander or Archer (Alexander Krutschek), 
MOA
- This city of Landa is looking for Physicians (apprentice). Ask Lady Simon (Hecate 
Simon), Head Physician of Landa

Lower castes are welcome too.

_______________________________________________



_______________________________________________

ONLINISM OF THE WEEK

I looked at her. “I will have you swiftly,” I said.
“No”, she shook her head, “I am restricted to my Master”
“I will have you swiftly”, I repeated.
“No,” said she, “read my profile limits”.
(Princess of Gor, page 87)
________________

Somewhere, lost, in the mists of time
If you strain your ears, you can hear a whine
With all the bite of limp, soggy salad
As it moans and groans then yells “Invalid!”
“I’m bigger and stronger than any other guy.
I have the largest penis that money can buy!
I got powerful muscles, I’m as handsome as sin
So how can you actually think you can win??
I don’t care if you think you are good
For I bought myself a Waw Cheat HUD!
So I will ask you politely, if you’d be so kind,
To save me the trouble and do a self-bind
While I busy myself with my magic birds
Cuz I don’t have a HUD to type the words.
I’m gonna rape you, now that you’re caught.
It saves me from having an original thought.
And no matter how much you yell or holler
Can you give me some help to set up your collar?
Cuz I’m handsome, its true, and perfectly tanned
But I struggle at typing with only one hand.
(by Keiser Koba)

_______________________________________________

The Landa Times: http://www.gorean-forums.com/


